I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ROLL CALL

III. DISCUSSION OF LEGISLATION

_____ HB 15 JAMES CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE Adds licensed professional counselors to the list of persons who may serve on a clinical team appointed in lieu of a sanity commission

_____ HB 55 LOPINTO CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE Revises provisions of law regarding expungement

_____ HB 104 GREENE LAW ENFORCE/CRIM JUS COM Provides for the composition of the Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Criminal Justice Commission

_____ HB 212 LEBAS CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES Adds certain compounds to the Uniform Controlled Dangerous Substances Law

_____ HB 227 HENRY CRIME/BATTERY Amends penalties for the crime of battery of a school or recreation athletic contest official

_____ HB 229 MACK CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES Adds substances to the listing of Schedule I controlled dangerous substances

_____ HB 259 CHAMPAGNE CRIMINAL/RECORDS Provides relative to arrest records provided to institutions of postsecondary education requesting criminal history information on a prospective employee

_____ HB 278 HAVARD CORRECTIONS Adds "correctional facility employee" to the list of specific victims of the crime of first degree murder
HB 293 ADAMS  GAMBLING  Prohibits gambling by electronic sweepstakes device
HB 308 SEABAUGH  CRIME  Increases the possible term of imprisonment for the crime of aggravated flight from an officer
HB 326 LOPINTO  PAROLE  Provides relative to the district attorney's participation in parole hearings
HB 330 LOPINTO  MENTAL HEALTH  Authorizes the use of electronic means for the delivery of an order for protective custody and transportation to the sheriff
HB 337 THOMPSON, J  EXPLOSIVES  Provides with respect to the regulation of explosives
HB 461 BADON  CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES  Repeals drug traffic loitering statute
HB 530 PYLANT  CRIMINAL/VICTIMS  Provides relative to the crimes of incest and aggravated incest
HB 743 MORENO  CRIMINAL/JUSTICE  Adds two voting members and one nonvoting member to the La. Sentencing Commission

IV. OTHER BUSINESS
V. ANNOUNCEMENTS
VI. ADJOURNMENT

PLEASE SUBMIT A WITNESS CARD TO THE SECRETARY BEFORE THE MEETING BEGINS IF YOU WANT TO TESTIFY BEFORE THE COMMITTEE.